
 ASTRO BASKETBALL 101 

Like Basketball, Astrology is a Language of Energy

The zodiac signs and planets represent unique players and archetypes. Every
player and individual has a playbook (birth chart). Astrology helps one

understand their team of inner archetypes so they can harness their fullest
potential on and off the field.

Understanding the Connections

The Zodiac Signs (Player Archetypes) 
How each player arrives at the game, showcasing their prowess and character.

The Planets (Player Positions) 
Each position is interconnected through specific functions and specialities,

relying on each other to contribute to the team's success.

The Aspects (Vicinity of the Planets)
The game day conditions and communication between players.

Conjunct (within 10 degrees)
Adjacent players unite for enhanced unity.

 
Square (90 degrees)

Players thrive on tension, building unparalleled strength.

Opposition (180 degrees)
Players unify contradicting energies to create optimal outcomes.

Sextile (60 degrees)
Complementary positions stimulate the skills and amplify connection.

Trine (120 degrees)
Players seize opportunities through an ease of using natural talents.
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 ARCHETYPES BY SIGN 

Aries - The Slam Dunker
Fearlessly soaring to new heights on the court.

Taurus - The Rebounder
Consistently securing crucial rebounds for the team.

Gemini - The Playmaker
Strategically orchestrating plays with finesse and creativity.

Cancer - The Loyal Teammate
Always supporting and caring for fellow players.

Leo - The MVP
Leading the team with unmatched talent and dedication.

Virgo - The Defensive Wall
 Providing an impenetrable defense with precision and strategy.

Libra - The Assist Master
Selflessly distributing assists to teammates with grace and fairness.

Scorpio - The Clutch Shooter
Fearlessly sinking shots in high-pressure situations.

Sagittarius - The Speedster
Racing past opponents with lightning-fast speed.

Capricorn - The Floor General
Directing the team’s movements and orchestrating plays with precision.

Aquarius - The Game Changer
Revolutionizing the game with new strategies and techniques.

Pisces - The Sharpshooter
Perfectly aligning shots with an artistic touch and soulful precision.
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The Sun -Team Captain 
Radiating leadership, energy, and confidence, driving the team to victory.

The Moon -  Sixth Man or Super-Sub
Versatile and intuitive, providing a game-changing spark off the bench.

Mercury -Point Guard
Agile communicator, quick decision-maker, orchestrating plays with

precision.

Venus - Shooting Guard
Graceful and creative scorer, dazzling with smooth footwork and pinpoint

shooting.

Mars - Power Forward
Aggressive and determined, dominating with relentless energy and fierce

defense.

Jupiter - Center
Dominant and strategic, controlling the paint with size and strength.

Saturn - Coach
Disciplined and structured, guiding the team to long-term success.

Uranus - Unpredictable Playmaker
 Innovative and creative, disrupting opponents with unexpected moves.

Neptune - Defensive Specialist
Fluid and anticipative, disrupting offenses with instinctual defensive skills.

Pluto - Underdog or Dark Horse
Resilient and determined, defying expectations and leaving a significant

impact.
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